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Introduction

The U.S. National Institute for Standards and Technology de�nes cloud
computing as having �ve essential characteristics: on-demand self-
service for provisioning, network access, the use of virtual machines
to provide servers, rapid elastic provisioning and release of servers,
and metering capability on the service provided.1 This paper seeks to
answer whether, from the perspective of availability of data, especially
in the face of natural or manmade threats to data and access, cloud
computing is able to provide a greater bene�t than local data storage.
For the purposes of this discussion, local data storage will include
arrangements where data is kept on business premises or in a nearby
datacenter, such as a colocation facility or other rigidly-provisioned
resource. We will �rst examine the signi�cant di�erentiator that cloud
computing provides in this space, and then examine di�erent scales of
threats to availability to see whether local data storage or cloud data
storage fares better against known historical threats.
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The Cloud Di�erentiator:

Geographic Redundancy

At its heart, cloud computing and cloud storage are exactly the same
as computing and storage provided through a datacenter or SOHO
server; the cloud is made of computers. The di�erence between cloud-
based storage and local storage is that using cloud-based storage
allows replication between separate geographic regions. Indeed, the
key feature of cloud computing, from the perspective of maximizing
availability and survivability of data, is replication for geographic redun-
dancy. When incidents curtail availability from one datacenter (whether

USING A CLOUD PROVIDER AS

THOUGH THEY WERE A LOCAL

DATACENTER PROVIDES NO

PROTECTION FROM INCIDENTS

THAT IMPACT AVAILABILITY.

due to an incident occurring at a datacenter itself, such as a power
issue, localized disaster, or interruption to the network connections
that serve the datacenter), a correctly-used cloud provider should
allow businesses to continue to access their data from other sources.
As will be discussed below, using a cloud provider as though they
were a local datacenter provides no protection from incidents that
impact availability.
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Classi�cation and Examples of

Availability Failures

Availability of datacenters can be impacted by events occurring at
many scales. This section will endeavor to categorize and provide
information on data impacts from several di�erent types of incidents:

• Local and sub-local events: area of e�ect less than 2mi/3km
radius (for instance, the City of London), marked as the red circle
in Figure 1.

• Area events: area of e�ect less than 50mi/80km radius (for instance,
Wales, or Beijing), marked as the green circle in Figure 1.

• Regional events: area of e�ect less than 300mi/500km radius
(for instance, France, or an area equivalent to all of Central America),
marked as the purple circle in Figure 1.

• National and supranational events: area of e�ect more than 300mi/500km
radius, marked as the blue circle in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Relative Incident Size Visualization
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Local and Sub-local Events

Events at this level include highly-localized weather events (for instance,
�ooding in a downtown area), as well as events occurring within a
datacenter, such as power failures, failures in management systems,
or other incidents not related to an external cause. Some examples
include:

SHAW BUILDING EXPLOSION On July 12, 2012, a “small explosion” in a
datacenter owned by Shaw Communications Inc. in down-
town Calgary, Alberta caused widespread communica-
tions failures. The resulting datacenter failure caused land-
line phone service to 30,000 customers to fail (including
911 calls), intermittent cell phone outages in the area, shut
down the Repac system (the system that coordinates emer-
gency medical services in the city of Calgary, including
ambulance-based computers and communication of hospital
diversions), took an IBM-owned datacenter (that hosted
services for both government and non-government customers)
and o�ce o�ine, and shut down the city’s 311 information
line service (which is ordinarily used, among other activi-
ties, to inquire as to when power and phone service will be
restored in the event of an outage). It also shut down three
radio stations, the local parking and �re authorities, and a
taxi service, as well as some province-level government
functions. Restoration of service took multiple days.23

AMAZON SINGLE-AZ OUTAGES Amazon Web Services’ US-East-1 “Avail-
ability Zone” (AWS’ term for a group of datacenters in a very
small area), located in northern Virginia, is its oldest data-
center, and is the cheapest for customers to use. As such,
it is no surprise that many businesses that use AWS place
instances in this group. As a side e�ect of this clustering,
each time US-East-1 su�ers an outage, a large number of
services are rendered inaccessible. In September 2013,
GitHub, Heroku, and other major Internet services were
taken o�ine due to a networking issue.4 Even more customers
were taken o�ine in December 2012 due to a developer
mistake related to Amazon’s Elastic Load Balancing system,5
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in October 2012 due to a memory leak in a monitoring server,6

and in April 2011 due to a networking mistake made during
a migration.7 These events are just a sample of those that
this particular group of datacenters has su�ered.

Amazon’s Irish datacenter has also su�ered critical failures,
and like US-East-1, it is also a common choice for compa-
nies who do not wish to use multiple datacenters. In 2011,
an alleged lightning strike to a major transformer close to
Dublin-based datacenters for both Amazon and Microsoft
caused damage to both datacenters. In Amazon’s case,
the outage corrupted Elastic Block Stores, requiring a very
time-consuming recovery process.8

While any datacenter can su�er a failure, it is of particular note that
none of these critical functions (for both public and private entities)
had any resilience against a single point of failure; while in these cases
a “small explosion” or “mistake” was the cause, a multitude of causes
can shut down a datacenter temporarily. While there are some small
bene�ts to ease of access and consumption of data through using a
single datacenter of a cloud provider, as discussed below, the greatest
bene�ts of cloud storage and computing only occur when customers
take advantage of the geographic spread that providers o�er, and
ensure that there are no single points of failure in their applications
(whether they be single computers, single network connections, or
single buildings).

Area Events

Events at this level include large-scale incidents at the size of coun-
ties or smaller states in the US; these events cause impacts to facili-
ties over a relatively widespread area (for instance, the size of a large
metropolitan area. These will often be weather-related events, such
as tornadoes, wild�res, or large-scale �ooding. While there have not
been recent major datacenter outages attributed to this type of event
at these scales, this may change; as more datacenters are constructed
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in areas that are more prone to wild�res and tornadoes (and as those
events increase in scope and move to new areas, as a result of global
climate change), it is likely that datacenters might be in the path of the
next major tornado event (such as that which struck Joplin, MO, and its
surrounding communities in 2011) or wild�re.

Regional Events

Events at this level include major regional disasters, such as large-
scale earthquakes or hurricanes; these events will sap recovery resources
from an entire nation (or possibly surrounding nations).

TYPHOON HAIYAN, TŌHOKU TSUNAMI, AND OTHERS Large-scale disas-
ters happen throughout the world. The 2011 Tōhoku earth-
quake, and ensuing tsunami, damaged or destroyed Internet
and telecom infrastructure throughout Japan, even in areas
that still had power after the Fukushima meltdown; while
many areas were able to continue some global Internet
access, this was only possible due to redundant �ber-optic
links, as many major �ber-optic lines were damaged or
destroyed.9 Typhoon Haiyan (also known as Typhoon Yolanda)
critically damaged large areas of the Phillipines, destroying
infrastructure of every type. Many other events of equiva-
lent size and destruction occur throughout the world, but
at the moment, the number of major datacenters in non-
Global North countries is fairly low. As the the number of
datacenters distributed around the world continues to increase,
these types of events will take major Internet-scale services
o�ine if those services are not designed to fail over to backups
out of the region.

SUPERSTORM SANDY During the October 2012 near-hurricane “super-
storm” Sandy, massive �ooding destroyed or took o�ine
many datacenters throughout the US East Coast. Most of
the datacenters taken down failed due to being unable
to supply fuel to their generators when electricity failed,
either due to running out of fuel (and being unable to obtain
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more), or due to the fuel pumps failing (often due to being
under water).10 11 No one expects most commercial-grade
datacenters to be able to survive disasters on this scale
without any service interruption; that said, applications that
rely on datacenters within a single region—a single US state,
or even a single small country—will be unable to main-
tain functionality or access to data when natural disas-
ters arrive. Since regional emergency services often use
regional datacenters (being entities of governments that
have an interest in investing in their local economies), it
is particularly critical for these services also to put repli-
cated, redundant computing power at a great distance
from the areas they serve, and to invest in redundant data
connections to connect the emergency services to the data
needed in an emergency.

HURRICANE KATRINA The widespread damage of Hurricane Katrina
hardly needs to be restated, including the cost of lives,
the years of recovery, and the economic damage to the
region. Somewhat less known is the number of datacenters
that were taken o�ine during the disaster (and for weeks
afterward); indeed, the only datacenter that stayed online,
jointly operated by I-55, Data Protection Services, and Inter-
cosmos Media Group, did so due to a combination of the
services of one former US Special Forces operator, Michael
Barnett, and the National Guard, which trucked fuel to the
datacenter after they began using it as a communications
link. Barnett was not an ordinary employee at the data-
center; in fact, he was hired for the speci�c event, and had
no IT or computer security experience.12

The reporting on what capabilities this datacenter preserved
is also illustrative as to services that were not designed with
geographic redundancy; communications with the local
Emergency Operations Centers, the National Guard, and
area medical centers were destroyed, and only restored
through the e�orts of this one particular group (which had
no obligation to help). This is particularly troubling, as these
are services speci�cally needed in the event of a large-
scale disaster. While ham radio support sta� were able to
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support some critical operations through their ARES and
RACES support agreements,13 this type of assistance de�-
nitionally cannot aid commercial organizations, nor, even
if it could, would it be anywhere near su�cient to preserve
access to business data.14

It seems fairly clear that in the next large hurricane, busi-
nesses cannot rely on Special Forces-trained contract employees
for one �rm to volunteer their time to help others in the
middle of a wide-spread natural disaster.

National/Supranational Events

These are events that curtail data access from an entire country or
continent. While large-scale wars would fall into this category, so too
would incidents that cut o� Internet access to entire countries, such
as the failure of submarine cables, or technical or political failures that
cause whole-country routing to the outside world to be shut down.
Crucially, due to the way in which many countries’ infrastructure is
designed, losing external connectivity may also destroy internal connec-
tivity, causing even domestic network services to become unavailable.

The government of Egypt removed access to the global Internet as a
tactic to quell protests against the government in 2011.15 While volun-
teer groups like the Telecomix Crypto Munitions Bureau were able
to pass some information into and out of Egypt during the blackouts
through a combination of amateur radio and dialup modems,16 this
approach does not scale e�ectively to meet demand, nor is it designed
to meet commercial data availability needs. There were reports that
the government of Syria also shut down its Internet connections during
protests in 2013,17 but since that time, there have been allegations that
the Internet blackout was not caused by the Syrian government.

While these Internet cuts may have been intentional, others have not;
for instance, a shipping accident in the Suez Canal caused Internet
outages to the majority of people and businesses in Pakistan, Egypt,
India, Kuwait, Maldives, Lebanon, and Algeria in 2008.18 Similar �ber
cuts have occurred due to earthquakes in Taiwan and Southeast Asia.
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Domestic-only tra�c, and domestic-only clouds, are not necessarily
a defense against outages caused by international tra�c routes being
lost. While in theory, an interruption to international Internet access
would not a�ect domestic or regional routing, the truth is that many
countries’ domestic Internet tra�c is routed outside the country. This
a�ects countries large and small; for instance, many African and South
American countries route all domestic tra�c (going between sepa-
rate Internet Service Providers) across North American or European
nodes. Routing between neighboring countries uses long-distance
routes even more often. One example is tra�c between Brazil and
Peru, which uses a submarine cable to reach Miami, FL, where it is
routed across the United States before being routed down the West
Coast back to Peru. For communications between Brazil and Argentina,
data runs to Europe and back. Cutting external �ber-optic cables, then,
destroys nearly all domestic and regional tra�c, not just interconti-
nental tra�c.19 While plans now exist to add regional �ber lines within

LOSING A COUNTRY’S INTERNET

CONNECTIVITY WILL OFTEN

IMPACT ITS DOMESTIC INTERNET,

SO THE LOSS OF EXTERNAL

FIBER WILL DEGRADE OR

DESTROY INTERNETWORKING

WITHIN THE COUNTRY.

South America to �x this particular issue, it is a common situation for
non-Global North countries—and maps of global �ber capacity, such
as Cablemap Info20, show that most countries have only one or two
�ber-optic cables (mostly at single landing spots) connecting their
tra�c to the outside world. Backup links for critical tra�c, such as satel-
lite connections, are nearly always international in nature, with multi-
corporation, multi-country consortia owning most geosynchronous
communications satellites. In sum, the possibility of external connec-
tivity outages does not counsel against using globalized cloud data
storage.
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Cloud vs. Local: The Essential

Qualities

Modern entities do not simply store data locally and use it locally; they
communicate, process, and transfer data continuously. This applies to
all sectors; as examples:

• Students in schools access learning resources, communicate
with other institutions, and reach out to parents,

• Law �rms exchange data with courts and governments, and

• Businesses in all lines of work exchange shipping manifests,
customer information, medical records, and indeed almost any
conceivable type of data as part of their business-critical processes.

A question that arises, then, is this: is local data storage, such as that
provided by a local “normal” datacenter, something that is easier to
access or less subject to availability concerns than a cloud-based
storage solution? To �nd an answer to this question, we used ourselves
as an example of a widely-distributed workforce. Leviathan has employees
spread across the United States and Canada, which gives us a useful
perspective on accessing both Leviathan’s own datacenter resources
(stored in a local colocation facility in the Seattle, WA area) and those
of typical cloud vendors. To get a wider range of possibilities, we exam-
ined three major points of presence, from three di�erent cloud vendors:

• Rackspace Inc. facility in Dulles, VA
• Linode, LLC facility in Fremont, CA
• Amazon Web Services US-West-2 facility in Oregon

MODERN ENTITIES DO NOT

SIMPLY STORE DATA LOCALLY

AND USE IT LOCALLY; THEY

COMMUNICATE, PROCESS, AND
TRANSFER DATA CONTINUOUSLY.

We asked a sampling of our employees to run traceroutes21 from their
work locations (o�ces, homes, and coworking spaces) to computers in
each datacenter; we then mapped the results, as shown in Figure 2.

The results were illuminating. From each Leviathan location, each
of the major cloud platforms was just a few hops away, whether the
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Figure 2: Leviathan National Paths in the US and Canada

facility was in the same area or not; this is likely due to the major cloud
platforms’ systems having nearly-direct connections to major peering
points, where many networks come together. In Figure 2, there are
four datacenters marked, including Leviathan’s Washington-based
colocation facility.

By contrast, a connection to the colocation facility, even from the Seattle
o�ce, required many more hops; communications ran from the o�ce,
to the ISP, to a small peering point, to a large regional peering point,
back to a di�erent small peering point, to the datacenter’s ISP, and
�nally to the datacenter itself. This leads to the tangled web around
Seattle shown in Figure 3. Ultimately, using a local datacenter provides
no lower latency than using a cloud datacenter—even one across the
country.
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Figure 3: Leviathan Paths in Washington and Northern Oregon
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Conclusion

Companies with large data storage needs have two options: use a
local datacenter, or use cloud storage. When utilized properly, cloud
storage gives companies the ability to use resources in di�erent geographic
regions to ensure high availability even in the face of local/area/regional
incidents. Achieving this, however, requires taking advantage of geograph-
ical redundancy—ensuring that data is replicated not just across a
city, but across a continent or an ocean. Many companies treat cloud
providers like colocation facilities, storing all their data in a single region
of a single cloud provider and relying on that facility to provide contin-
uous access. This produces predictable results: this paper has discussed
many situations where single-datacenter storage, despite “cloud” branding,
caused substantial failures in availability.

THE INTERNET WAS ORIGINALLY

CREATED TO BE ABLE TO ROUTE

AROUND DAMAGE TO ENSURE

CONTINUITY OF INFORMATION

FLOW; IT IS CRITICAL THAT

COMPANIES AND GOVERNMENTS

NOT ARTIFICIALLY RESTRICT

THEMSELVES FROM TAKING

ADVANTAGE OF ITS POSSIBILI-

TIES.

This has important implications for restricting data storage to partic-
ular nations. Even when companies spread their data among multiple
locations in a region, most countries—or continents—are simply not
big enough to ensure data availability in the event of large-scale disas-
ters. World-wide cloud storage allows data continuity and survivability
when local datacenters, or single-nation clouds, would fail. As an addi-
tional bene�t, data stored in these large-scale clouds will be closer in
network terms to the point of data consumption, whether that’s infor-
mation transfer between entities, cloud computing, or simply ensuring
that workers can access data quickly wherever they are.

The Internet was originally created to be able to route around damage
to ensure the continuity of information. The capability exists to make
data storage, not just communication, resilient in the face of large-
scale threats; it requires only that companies and governments not
restrict communications on the basis of geographic boundaries.
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